John Doe
Somewhere in Canada
January 10, 2005
International Bar Association
10th Floor
1 Stephen Street
London W1T 1AT
United Kingdom
Dear Sir/Madam:
Thank you very much for answering my previous letter. It is very nice to know that
somebody in the International Bar Association is willing to help me with my questions.
It is comforting to know that a 'natural person' means a 'human being' in other parts of the
world, besides Canada.
With that foundation, I do not know what Government-issued Identification is possible
for the 'natural person'.
For example, a DRIVER is a artificial person, whose name is made from all capital letters
(DOE, JOHN for example, the same as a MILITARY designation for nomme-de-guerre,
because an artificial person is 'dead') and this artificial person (the DRIVER) is judged
with 'strict liability' and has no rights and freedoms but must obey all laws applicable to
the DRIVER. The driving laws in Canada are "guilty until proven innocent" and none of
the fundamental rights and freedoms of the human being exist for the DRIVER. I believe
this is true world-wide.
Secondly, a CITIZEN is a artificial person, whose name is also made from all capital
letters (JOHN DOE for example, the same as any CORPORATION) and I know this to
be true in Canada because my recent application for a replacement Citizenship Card was
refused by the Canadian Government when I asked for the Card to be made for the
'natural person'. The Government refused to do it! Finally when I asked for a card for the
'artificial person', the Canadian Government was able to proceed and supply me with a
replacement CITIZENSHIP card.
Thirdly, a RESIDENT is a artificial person (ALL-CAPITALS NAME on Government
documents, the same as a CORPORTATION), who must obey certain 'residency'
requirements when benefits of Social Plans (such as Medical Care) are involved.
Fourthly, a HOMEOWNER is a artificial person (ALL-CAPITALS NAME on the land
title deed), who must pay the government land-taxes every year or else the home will be
taken away from human being who thinks he owns the home, in violation of the human
being's fundamental rights of life, liberty and property, because he never owned the

property in the first place. The human being has equitable title while the government has
legal title.
Other examples of artificial persons (legal entities) are VOTER, TEACHER,
LANDLORD, TENANT, TAXPAYER, DIRECTOR, SHAREHOLDER,
CARDHOLDER (for credit cards), OFFICER, EMPLOYER, EMPLOYEE, and so on.
It appears as though most of our laws have been constructed so as to apply only to these
artificial persons otherwise the laws clearly violate the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights regarding issues of slavery, freedom, etc. as those rights apply to the human being.
Therefore my conclusion is that there is NO GOVERNMENT-ISSUED
IDENTIFICATION for the 'natural person' because a human begin does not require the
Government to create Identification for him (man or woman). The ONLY ID that can be
created is for the Government-created artificial persons because, having created them, the
Government is able to issue ID for these legal entities (the creator can validate the
existence of its creation).
If you believe man (or woman) is sovereign and created by God, then, in reality, only
God can issue ID for man. However since man is free and has free will, then man does
not require any ID except when interfacing with society and the Government-created
rules and regulations. Therefore the Government MUST CREATE artificial persons in
order to maintain a peaceful and stable society.
In fact, man (or woman) is outlawed (outside of the law) from society by definition.
Therefore the 'natural person' must be created, which is a legal entity that is used to
represent the human being in society, so that human beings can function in society.
What is missing from International Law, and what really needs to be done (this is where
you come in), is the implementation of a world-wide system of Government-issued
'natural-person' Identification Cards that are not connected with the artificial persons
cited above.
Can you begin the process of implementing these 'natural person' ID cards for me?
Thank you for you most generous help,
John Doe.

